
Marriage Proposal
at any beach in Mauritius

 

Possible course of events on your big day

You arrive at the Riambel Stables by your own means. 
You will each be given horses and someone to 
accompany you. You will ride until the set up of your 
proposal on horseback. At this moment our 
photographer is hidden but takes photos from further 
away. At the moment of her “Yes” you will hear your 
favourite song playing and the photographer will come 
to greet you and you will start a short photo shoot. 
Hereafter you sit on the blankets, clink glasses and 
enjoy your fruit bowl.

Prices

The package “Horse riding Marriage Proposal” in 
Riambel costs 1.120 euros for the couple. Included are: 

- a wedding planner who coordinates all local service 
providers and is by your side on your special day

- a horse ride (30-45 mins) to the set up of your 
proposal

- a photographer who takes photos for about 30 
minutes and gives you a minimum of 30 digital 
photos after the marriage proposal via link 1-2 weeks 
later

- set up as in picture 1 (also available in pink)

-  1 bottle of sparkling wine and 2 champagne glasses

 -  a fruit bowl

- our help with reserving a romantic candle light dinner

Prices

The package “Marriage Proposal” costs 760 euros for the 
couple. Included are: 

- a wedding planner who coordinates all local service 
providers and is by your side on your special day

- a photographer who takes photos for about 30 minutes 
and gives you a minimum of 30 digital photos after the 
marriage proposal via link  1-2 weeks later

- set up as in picture 1 (also available in pink)

-  1 bottle of sparkling wine and 2 champagne glasses

 -  a fruit bowl

- our help with reserving a nearby romantic candle light 
dinner

We charge an additional 100 EUR should the chosen 
venue be in the South, East or West of Mauritius.

Possible course of events on your big day

Once we know your accommodation, we will 
recommend you a suitable beach for your marriage 
proposal. You arrive at the indicated beach by your own 
means around 5pm/6pm (depending on the season) and 
walk towards the set up where you propose. At this 
moment our photographer is hidden but takes photos 
from further away. At the moment of her “Yes” you will 
hear your favourite song playing and the photographer 
will come to greet you and you will start a short photo 
shoot. Hereafter you sit on the blankets, clink glasses and 
enjoy your fruit bowl.



Below are additional options

Videographer:  250  €

A videographer films shortly before and during the 
marriage proposal. After the proposal there will be a 
video shoot of about 45 minutes. The total recording 
time is 1 hour. The most beautiful moments will be 
summarised in an HD Video of approx. 1 minute. Note 
that the video takes up to 3 weeks before it is ready to be 
sent to you,

Live Singer: 120 € (30 minutes)

Our singer and guitarist is hidden and starts to sing at the 
moment of her YES. He can also learn your mutual/ 
favourite song. 

Champagne instead of sparkling wine: 110 € 

Transfer to the location and back: to be calculated 
depending on location

“ M A R R Y  M E “ Sign : 55 €

Printed Pictures: 30 €

Around 20-30 printed pictures of you and your 
partner are used to decorate the set up. They 
should be sent to us by you at least a week before 
the proposal and will be printed on regular white 
paper.

Sea of Roses:  65 €

Around 50 standing roses will be placed next to 
one another to create a “sea”. This will decorate 
your proposal area.
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